
Mandurah Basketball Association 
 2015 / 2016 Off Season Work Outs  

 
 

Name:________________________________________________________________________ 
 
During the season it is vital that athletes focus on skills and body development in their own time, during training teams are often also 
practicing team concepts and drills aimed at increasing the teams understanding and competency in areas which the team is lacking. 
 
The off-season is purely for individual development; our season is short so if you want to be a great player you need to improve in the 
off season.  
 
This is not compulsory; it is simply a take home guide for athletes wanting to improve.   
 

Work Out Table 

Record date of sessions once completed  

Session 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Ball Handling          

Strength and Conditioning         

Shooting          

Post Moves         

Wing Moves         

 
Off season Challenge: 
 
Below is a challenge to players to complete the work outs, you can add your own things to the end of the drills if you want and 
remember to record your results and sessions to enhance your development. 
 

Challenge 

Age Group Weekly Sessions 

U12  Once per week 

U14 and U16  Twice per week 

U18 and above Three or more times per week 

 
 
Notes: 
 

 A healthy diet is vital for success amongst athletes 
 Rest is crucial for physical and mental growth 
 Injury management is an important part of being an athlete 
 Manage your time well and remember family, school, then sport  
 Play games such as 1 on 1, 3 on 3, 5 on 5 as much as you can, game play is vital to help you learn to read defences and put 

your skills into realistic situations 
 Sometimes growth is gradual and is hard to see, if you are unsure ask someone else if they think you have improved 
 Every work out you do you are improving  
 Ensure that you stretch before and after sessions 
 Email through how many sessions you have done and any stories of success so we can tell everyone 
 Any questions, please ask 

 
 
 

 
Blake Srdarev 
blake@mandurahmagic.com.au 
Basketball Development Officer 
Mandurah Basketball Association 
 
 



 
Ball Handling  
 
Stationary Ball Handling Series 

 30 seconds each 
 12 minutes total allowing for 5 seconds rest between each drill 

 

Skill Description 

Pound Dribble x 2 – (left and right hand) Bounce the ball as hard as you can against the ground 

Crossover Dribble  Change hand each dribble with ball crossing the front of your 
body 

Side to side dribble x 2 – (left and right hand) Dribble the ball side to side in front of your body using one hand 
at a time 

Forward, back dribble x 2 – (left and right hand) Dribble the ball forward and back on the side of your body using 
one hand at a time 

Behind back crossover dribble  Change hand each dribble with ball crossing behind your body 

MJ dribbles  Between the legs dribble with two foot scissor hop after each 
bounce 

Figure 8 dribble  Dribble the ball in a figure 8 pattern between and around your 
legs 

Spider dribble  One bounce with each hand in front of your body and one 
bounce with each hand underneath your legs 

Wraps around the waist  Move the ball around your waist as fast as you can 

Wraps around the legs, waist and head  Move the ball around your legs, waist and head as fast as you can 

Figure 8 wraps  Move the ball in a figure 8 pattern though your legs 

2 ball pound dribble simultaneous  Bounce 2 balls ensuring the balls hit the ground at the same time 

2 ball pound dribble alternate  Bounce 2 balls ensuring the balls hit the ground at the different 
times 

2 ball pound dribble – one high, one low  Bounce 2 balls ensuring one of the balls is bouncing high and the 
other low 

2 ball side to side dribble  Dribble 2 balls side to side in front of your body  

2 ball forward, back dribble  Dribble 2 balls forward and back on the side of your body 

2 ball bounce crossover, bounce, crossover  Bounce two balls at the same time, cross the balls over in front of 
your body and repeat  

 
Movement Ball Handling Series  

- Conduct each activity up one side of the court and back using the other side of the court 
- You can use cones to mark spots to make this easier  

 

Skill Description 

1 dribble cross over – zig zags  Start on the baseline in the middle of the court, make one dribble 
toward the right sideline then perform a crossover dribble back 
to the middle, take one hard dribble toward the middle of the 
court and perform a crossover dribble back to the side of the 
court. 

1 dribble behind back – zig zags  As above using a behind the back dribble 

1 dribble between legs – zig zags  As above using a between the legs dribble 

2 ball dribbling walks – zig zags As above dribbling 2 balls 

2 ball dribbling runs – zig zags As above  

 
Things to Remember with ball handling:  

1. Push hard to achieve maximum results  
2. Keep your eyes up at all times 
3. Stay low in your stance 
4. If you make an error it means your improving 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Strength and Conditioning 
 (Break for a 30 seconds in between each drill) 
 

Exercise Description 

25 x pushups  Lower yourself until your chest gently touches the ground 

Sit ups x 25 Put your hands on the back of your head and ensure you are 
using your core to power your movement 

2 feet broad jumps (get as far as you can with 8 consecutive 
jumps)  

Ensure you aren’t shuffling your feet on landing, take your time 
between each jump until you are comfortable 

2 feet broad jumps with hop backs (as above with small jump 
backward in between jumps) 

As above 

Bridge holds (goal - 3 minutes) Rest your weight on your forearms, keep your body in a straight 
line from your shoulders to your ankles and hold the position for 
as long as you can 

One minute sprints (run as many sideline to sidelines as you can 
in a minute), goal - 16 for U16’s and 17 for ages above 

Focus on your change of direction and first step  

Long distance running (run 20 baseline to baseline runs) Focus on consistent breathing and running form 

 
Things to Remember with strength and conditioning:  

5. Ensure you stop or adjust what you are doing if injuries occur 
6. Stability and consistency are crucial and can be achieved by going slowly at first and building up from there 
7. Aim to be able to complete drills over an extended period of time 
8. Flexibility is important 

 
 
Shooting  
 
Shooting Form Series, 12-15 minutes   
 

Skill Description 

Single arm shooting  
5 makes per spot  
(top of charge circle, red netball arc, foul line)  

Focus on timing between your upper and lower body and  follow 
through using one hand only 

Single arm shooting incorporating guide hand  
5 makes per spot  
(top of charge circle, red netball arc, foul line) 

Ensure guide hand isn’t affecting the shooting hand 

Stepping into shot  
5 makes per spot  
(top of charge circle, red netball arc, foul line) 

Spin the ball out in front of you, conducting 1 – 2 footwork and 
attempt the shot 

Stepping into catch and shooting off the dribble 
5 makes per spot  
(starting points: foul line, 3pt line, 1/3 court red line) 

Spin the ball out in front of you, conducting 1 – 2 footwork, 
conduct one dribble whilst using 1 – 2 footwork and attempt the 
shot 

20 free throw attempts Always record your scores and set targets 

Mikan Drill x 2,  1 minute each time Commence layup on each side of basket without the ball 
touching the floor 

 
Things to Remember with form shooting:  

9. Proper hand placement on ball  
10. Bend your knees – Get low 
11. Set Point (ball position before release  – lower for younger kids, above forehead for older kids) 
12. Elbow-tucked in 
13. L-Shape at elbow 
14. Off-hand is a guide hand only 
15. Have ball on finger pads 
16. Follow through and snap your wrist 
17. Monitor your progress and aim for consistency 

 
 
 
 



Post Moves  
 
Post Work Out, 12-15 minutes   
 

Skill Description 

Drop Step & Power Layup going toward middle of the court (both 
blocks) 

Make 5 baskets 

Drop Step & Power Layup going toward baseline (both blocks) As above 

Drop step & jump hook going toward middle (both blocks)  As above 

Drop step & jump hook going toward baseline (both blocks) As above 

Fake drop step baseline, pivot middle, shot fake, drive (both 
blocks) 

As above 

Fake drop step middle, pivot baseline, shot fake, drive (both 
blocks) 

As above 

Reverse Pivot to face-up, rip through, drive baseline (both blocks) As above 

Reverse pivot to face-up, jab baseline the drive middle (both 
blocks: shoot power layups or jump hooks on the face-up moves)  

As above 

Reverse pivot to face-up, jab baseline then jump shot  As above 

 
Things to Remember in the post:  

1. Keep good balance 
2. Maintain vision of the court 
3. Imagine how the defence may react 
4. Go slow until the basics are mastered 

 
Wing Moves  
 
Perimeter Work Out, 12 – 15 minutes  
 

Skill Description 

Pick ball up from floor, jump shot Make 5 baskets from both wings (free throw line extended) 

Throw ball above head, catch, jump shot As above 

Pass fake, jump shot As above 

Shot fake, jump shot As above 

Jab step, jump shot As above 

Jab step, drive with one dribble the same way, jump shot As above 

Jab step, drive with one dribble the opposite way, jump shot As above 

Drive with one dribble toward baseline, crossover into step back, 
jumpshot  

As above 

Drive one dribble toward middle, one dribble spin opposite way 
into keyway for layup    

As above 

One dribble toward basket, floater As above 

One dribble into post up, post move As above 

 
Things to Remember on the wing:  

1. Don’t shoot the ball from too far away, gradually move out as you feel comfortable 
2. Maintain vision of the court 
3. Imagine how the defence may react and try not to use too much of the court  
4. Use sharp motions when faking 
5. Practice being explosive and balanced 
6. Don’t limit yourself to only these moves but use them as a starting point 

 
We encourage you to be consistent with your work outs by planning, chart your results remind yourself after each work out that you 
are one step closer to achieving your goals.This work out is available to everyone, it is not compulsory and has been distributed as a 
guide to help you improve. Good luck with your off season! 
 
 
Blake Srdarev      Mel Klasztorny 
blake@mandurahmagic.com.au    WABL Director 
Development Officer     Mandurah Basketball Association 
Mandurah Basketball Association 
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